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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneous multiprocessors are increasingly important in the
multi-core era due to their potential for high performance and en-
ergy efficiency. In order for software to fully realize this potential,
the step that maps computations to processing elements must be as
automated as possible. However, the state-of-the-art approach is
to rely on the programmer to specify this mapping manually and
statically. This approach is not only labor intensive but also not
adaptable to changes in runtime environments like problem sizes
and hardware/software configurations. In this study, we propose
adaptive mapping, a fully automatic technique to map computa-
tions to processing elements on a CPU+GPU machine. We have
implemented it in our experimental heterogeneous programming
system called Qilin. Our results show that, by judiciously distribut-
ing works over the CPU and GPU, automatic adaptive mapping
achieves a 25% reduction in execution time and a 20% reduction
in energy consumption than static mappings on average for a set of
important computation benchmarks. We also demonstrate that our
technique is able to adapt to changes in the input problem size and
system configuration.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Processor Architectures]: Multiple Data Stream Architec-
tures—Parallel Processors; D.1.3 [Software]: Programming Tech-
niques—Parallel Programming

General Terms
Performance

Keywords
Multicore, heterogeneous, GPU, adaptive, mapping, dynamic com-
pilation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessors have emerged as mainstream computing plat-

forms nowadays. Among them, an increasingly popular class are
those with heterogeneous architectures. By providing processing
elements (PEs)1 of different performance/energy characteristics on
the same machine, these architectures could deliver high perfor-
mance and energy efficiency [14]. The most well-known hetero-
geneous architecture today is probably the IBM/Sony Cell archi-
tecture, which consists of a Power processor and eight synergistic
processors [26]. In the personal computer (PC) world, a desktop
now has a multicore CPU and a GPU, exposing multiple levels of
hardware parallelism to software, as illustrated in Figure 1.

In order for mainstream programmers to fully tap into the poten-
tial of heterogeneous multiprocessors, the step that maps compu-
tations to processing elements must be as automated as possible.
Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art approach [16, 22, 36] is to rely
on the programmer to perform this mapping manually: for the Cell,
O’Brien et al. extend the IBM XL compiler to support OpenMP on
this architecture [22]; for commodity PCs, Linderman et al. pro-
pose the Merge framework [16], a library-based system to program
CPU and GPU together using the map-reduce paradigm. In both
cases, the computation-to-processor mappings are statically deter-
mined by the programmer. This manual approach not only puts bur-
dens on the programmer but also is not adaptable, since the optimal
mapping is likely to change with different applications, different in-
put problem sizes, and different hardware/software configurations.

In this paper, we address this problem by introducing a fully
automatic approach that decides the mapping from computations
to processing elements using run-time adaptation. We have im-
plemented our approach into Qilin2, our experimental system for
programming heterogeneous multiprocessors. Experimental results
demonstrate that our automated adaptive mapping performs nearly
as well as manual mapping in terms of both execution time and en-
ergy consumption, while at the same time can tolerate changes in
input problem sizes and hardware/software configurations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
use a case study to further motivate the need of adaptive mapping.
Section 3 then describes the Qilin system in details. We will focus
on our runtime adaptation techniques in Section 4. Experimental
evidences will be given in Section 5. Finally, we relate our works
to others in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

1The term processing element (PE) is a generic term for a hardware
element that executes a stream of instructions.
2“Qilin” is a mythical chimerical creature in the Chinese culture;
we picked it as the project name for the heterogeneity of this crea-
ture.
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Figure 1: Multiple levels of hardware parallelism exposed to
software on current CPU+GPU systems (The GPU has tens to
hundreds of special-purpose cores, while the CPU has a few
general-purpose cores. Within each CPU core, there is short-
vector parallelism provided by the SIMD extension of the ISA.)

2. A CASE STUDY: WHY DO WE NEED ADAP-
TIVE MAPPING?

We now motivate the need of adaptive mapping with a case study
on matrix multiplication, a very commonly used computation ker-
nel in scientific computing. We measured the parallelization speedups
on matrix multiplication with a heterogeneous machine consisting
of an Intel multicore CPU and a Nvidia multicore GPU (details of
the machine configuration are given in Section 5.1).

We did three experiments with different input matrix sizes and
the number of CPU cores used. In each experiment, we varied the
distribution of work between the CPU and GPU. For matrix multi-
plication C = A ∗ B, we first divide A into two smaller matrices
A1 and A2 by rows. We then compute C1 = A1 ∗ B on the CPU
and C2 = A2 ∗ B on the GPU in parallel. Finally, we obtain
C by combining C1 and C2. We use the best matrix multiplica-
tion libraries available: for the CPU, we use the Intel Math Kernel
Library (MKL) [11]; for the GPU, we use the CUDA CUBLAS
library [20].

Figure 2 shows the results of these three experiments. All input
matrices are N ∗ N square matrices. The y-axis is the speedup
over the serial case. The x-axis is the distribution of work across
the CPU and GPU, where the notation “X/Y” means X% of work
mapped to the GPU and Y% of work mapped to the CPU. At the
two extremes are the cases where we schedule all the work on either
the GPU or CPU.

In Experiment 1, we use a relatively small problem size (N =
1000) with eight CPU cores. The low computation-to-communication
ratio with this problem size renders the GPU less effective. As a
result, the optimal mapping is to schedule all work on the CPU. In
Experiment 2, we increase the problem size to N = 6000 and keep
the same number of CPU cores. Now, with a higher computation-
to-communication ratio, the GPU becomes more effective—both
the GPU-alone and the CPU-alone speedups are over 7x. And the
optimal mapping is to schedule 60% of work on the GPU and 40%
on the CPU, resulting into a 10.3x speedup. In Experiment 3, we
keep the problem size to N = 6000 but reduce the number of CPU
cores to only two. With much less CPU horsepower, the CPU-only
speedup is limited to 2x and the optimal mapping now is to sched-
ule 80% of work on the GPU and 20% on the CPU.

It is clear from these experiments that even for a single appli-
cation, the optimal mapping from computations to processing el-
ements highly depends on the input problem size and the hard-
ware capability. Needless to say, different applications would have

(a) Experiment 1 (N = 1000, #CPU Cores = 8)
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(b) Experiment 2 (N = 6000, #CPU Cores = 8)
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(c) Experiment 3 (N = 6000, #CPU Cores = 2)
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Figure 2: Matrix multiplication experiments with different in-
put matrix sizes and number of CPU cores used. The input
matrices are N by N . The notation “X/Y” on the x-axis means
X% of work mapped to the GPU and Y% of work mapped to
the CPU.

different optimal mappings. Therefore, we believe that any static
mapping techniques would not be satisfactory. What we want is
a dynamic mapping technique that can automatically adapt to the
runtime environment, as we are going to propose next.

3. THE QILIN PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
Qilin is a programming system we have recently developed for

heterogeneous multiprocessors. Figure 3 shows the software archi-
tecture of Qilin. At the application level, Qilin provides an API
to programmers for writing parallelizable operations. By explic-
itly expressing these computations through the API, the compiler
is alleviated from the difficult job of extracting parallelism from
serial code, and instead can focus on performance tuning. Simi-
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Figure 3: Qilin software architecture
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Figure 4: Qilin Stream-API operations.

float qilin_pi()  {
const float N = 100000; // total number of random points 
float X[N], Y[N];

// Generate N random points within the unit square
GenerateRandomFloats(X, N, 0.0, 1.0);
GenerateRandomFloats(Y, N, 0.0, 1.0);

// Create Qilin-arrays Qx and Qy from C-arrays X and Y
QArrayF32 Qx = QArrayF32::Create1D(N, X);
QArrayF32 Qy = QArrayF32::Create1D(N, Y);

// For each random point, determine if it is within 
// the quadrant 
QArrayF32 DistFromZero = Sqrt(Qx*Qx + Qy*Qy);
QArrayF32 WithinQuadrant = (DistFromZero <= 1.0f);

// Sum up the total number of random points within 
// the quadrant
QArrayF32 S = Sum(WithinQuadrant);

// Convert the result stored in Qilin-array S back 
// to C-array M  
float M[1];
S.ToNormalArray(M, sizeof(float)); 

// Compute Pi 
const float pi = 4.0 * (M[0] / N);
return pi;

}

Figure 5: Computing the value of π with Qilin Stream API.

lar to OpenMP, the Qilin API is built on top of C/C++ so that it
can be easily adopted. But unlike standard OpenMP, where paral-
lelization only happens on the CPU, Qilin can exploit the hardware
parallelism available on both the CPU and GPU.

Beneath the API layer is the Qilin system layer, which consists
of a dynamic compiler and its code cache, a number of libraries,

void CpuFilter(QArray<Pixel> qSrc, QArray<Pixel> qDst) {

Pixel* src_cpu = qSrc.NormalArray();

Pixel* dst_cpu = qDst.NormalArray();

int height_cpu = qSrc.DimSize(0);

int width_cpu = qSrc.DimSize(1);

// … Filter implementation in TBB …
}

void GpuFilter(QArray<Pixel> qSrc, QArray<Pixel> qDst) {

Pixel* src_gpu = qSrc.NormalArray();

Pixel* dst_gpu = qDst.NormalArray();

int height_gpu = qSrc.DimSize(0);

int width_gpu = qSrc.DimSize(1);

// … Filter implementation in CUDA …
}

void MyFilter(Pixel* src, Pixel* dst, int height, int width) {

// Create Qilin arrays from normal arrays
QArray<Pixel> qSrc = QArray<Pixel>::Create2D(height, 

width, src);
QArray<Pixel> qDst = QArray<Pixel>::Create2D(height, 

width, dst);

// Define myFilter as an operation that glues 

// CpuFilter() and GpuFilter()

QArrayOp myFilter = MakeQArrayOp(“myFilter”, 

CpuFilter, GpuFilter);

// Build the argument list for myFilter. 

// QILIN_PARTITIONABLE means the associated computation 

// can be partitioned to run on both CPU and GPU.

QArrayOpArgsList argList;

argList.Insert(qSrc, QILIN_PARTITIONABLE);

argList.Insert(qDst, QILIN_PARTITIONABLE);

// Apply myFilter with argList using the default mapping

QArray<BOOL> qSuccess = ApplyQArrayOp(myFilter, argList, 

PE_SELECTOR_DEFAULT);

// Convert from qSuccess[] to success

BOOL success;

qSuccess.ToNormalArray(&success, sizeof(BOOL));      

} 

Figure 6: Image filter written with the Threading-API ap-
proach.

a set of development tools, and a scheduler. The compiler dynam-
ically translates the API calls into native machine codes. It also
decides the near-optimal mapping from computations to process-
ing elements using an adaptive algorithm. To reduce compilation
overhead, translated codes are stored in the code cache so that they
can be reused without recompilation whenever possible. Once na-
tive machine codes are available, they are scheduled to run on the
CPU and/or GPU by the scheduler. Libraries include commonly
used functions such as BLAS and FFT. Finally, debugging, visual-
ization, and profiling tools can be provided to facilitate the devel-
opment of Qilin programs.

Current Implementation.
Qilin is currently built on top of two popular C/C++ based thread-

ing APIs: The Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [30] for the
CPU and the Nvidia CUDA [21] for the GPU. Instead of directly
generating CPU and GPU native machine codes, the Qilin com-
piler generates TBB and CUDA source codes from Qilin programs
on the fly and then uses the system compilers to generate the final
machine codes. We use CUDA drivers to communicate data be-
tween the CPU and GPU. The “Libraries” component in Figure 3
is implemented as wrapper calls to the libraries provided by the



vendors: Intel MKL [11] for the CPU and Nvidia CUBLAS [20]
for the GPU. For the “scheduler” component, we simply take ad-
vantage of the TBB task scheduler to schedule all CPU threads and
we dedicate one CPU thread to handle all hand-shaking with the
GPU. The “Dev. tools” component is still under development.

In the rest of this section, we will focus our discussion on the
Qilin API and the Qilin compiler. We will discuss our adaptive
mapping technique in Section 4.

3.1 Qilin API
Qilin defines two new types QArray and QArrayList using

C++ templates. A QArray represents a multidimensional array of
a generic type. For example, QArray<float> is the type for an
array of floats. QArray is an opaque type and its actual implemen-
tation is hidden from the programmer. A QArrayList represents
a list of QArray objects, and is also an opaque type.

Qilin parallel computations are performed on either QArray’s
or QArrayList’s. There are two approaches to writing these
computations. The first approach is called the Stream-API approach,
where the programmer solely uses the Qilin stream API which im-
plements common data-parallel operations as listed in Figure 4.
Our stream API is similar to those found in some GPGPU sys-
tems [3, 9, 24, 29, 34]. However, since Qilin targets for heteroge-
neous machines, it also allows the programmer to optionally select
the processing elements. For instance, “QArray<float> Qsum
= Add(Qx, Qy, PE_SELECTOR_GPU)” specifies that the ad-
dition of the two arrays Qx and Qy must be performed on the GPU.
Other possible selector values are PE_SELECTOR_CPU for choos-
ing the CPU and PE_SELECTOR_DEFAULT for choosing the de-
fault mapping scheme which can be a static one or the adaptive
mapping scheme (See Section 4).

Figure 5 shows a function qilin_pi() which uses the Qilin
stream API to compute the value of π. The function
QArray::Create2D() creates a 2D QArray from a normal C
array. Its reverse is QArray::ToNormalArray(), which con-
verts a QArray back to a normal C array. The functions Sqrt,
*, +, and <= are elementwise operations applied to the entire ar-
rays. The function Sum performs reduction sum which results into
a single value.

The second approach to writing parallel computations is called
the Threading-API approach, in which the programmer provides
the parallel implementations of computations in the threading APIs
on which Qilin is built (i.e., TBB on the CPU side and CUDA on
the GPU side for our current implementation). A Qilin operation
is then defined to glue these two implementations together. When
Qilin compiles this operation, it will automatically partition com-
putations across processing elements and eventually merge the re-
sults.

Figure 6 shows an example of using the Threading-API approach
to write an image filter. First, the programmer provides a TBB im-
plementation of the filter in CpuFilter() and a CUDA imple-
mentation in GpuFilter() (TBB and CUDA codes are omitted
for clarity reasons). Since both TBB and CUDA work on normal
arrays, we need to convert Qilin arrays back to normal arrays be-
fore invoking TBB and CUDA. Second, we use the Qilin function
MakeQArrayOp() to make a new operation myFilter out of
CpuFilter() and GpuFilter(). Third, we construct the ar-
gument list of myFilter from the two Qilin arrays qSrc and
qDst. The keyword QILIN_PARTITIONABLE tells Qilin that
the associated computations of both arrays can be partitioned to
run on the CPU and GPU. Fourth, we call another Qilin function
ApplyQArrayOp() to apply myFilter with the argument list
using the default mapping scheme. The result of ApplyQArrayOp()

is a Qilin boolean array qSuccess of a single element, which re-
turns whether the operation is applied successfully. Finally, we
convert qSuccess to a normal boolean value.

3.2 Dynamic Compilation
Qilin uses dynamic compilation to compile Qilin API calls into

native machine codes while the program runs. The main advantage
of dynamic over static compilation is being able to adapt to changes
in the runtime environment. The downside of dynamic compilation
is the compilation overhead incurred at run time. However, we ar-
gue that this overhead is largely amortized in the typical Qilin usage
model, where a relatively small program runs for a long period of
time.

The Qilin dynamic compilation consists of the four steps listed
below. Figure 7 illustrates these steps during the compilation of the
Qilin program shown in Figure 5.

1. Building Directed Acyclic Graph (DAGs) from Qilin API
calls: DAGs are built according to the data dependencies
among QArrays in the API calls. These DAGs are essen-
tially the intermediate representation which latter steps in the
compilation process will operate on.

2. Deciding the mapping from computations to processing
elements: This step uses the automatic adaptive mapping
technique to decide the mapping. The details will be given
in Section 4.

3. Performing optimizations on DAGs: A number of opti-
mizations are applied to the DAGs. The most important ones
are (i) operation coalescing and (ii) removal of unnecessary
temporary arrays. Operation coalescing groups as many op-
erations running on the same processing elements into a sin-
gle “super-operation” as possible, and thereby reducing the
overhead of scheduling individual operations. In Figure 7(c),
for instance, we coalesce elementwise operations into “super-
operations” but leave reduction operations alone. It is also
important to remove the allocating/deallocating and copying
of temporary arrays used in the intermediate computations of
QArrays.

4. Code generation: At this point, we have the optimized DAGs
and their computation-to-processor mappings decided. One
additional step we need to do here is to ensure that all hard-
ware resource constraints are satisfied. The most common
issue is the memory requirement of computations that are
mapped to the GPU, because the amount of GPU physical
memory available is relatively limited (typically less than
1GB) and it does not have virtual memory. To cope with this
issue, Qilin estimates the memory requirement of each DAG
scheduled on the GPU. If the memory requirement exceeds
the GPU physical memory size, Qilin will automatically split
the DAG into multiple smaller DAGs and run them sequen-
tially. Once all resource constraints are taken care of, Qilin
generates the native machine codes from the DAGs accord-
ing to the mappings. Qilin also automatically generates all
gluing codes needed to combine the results from the CPU
and the GPU.

3.2.1 Reducing Compilation Overhead
To reduce the runtime overhead, dynamic compilation is mostly

done lazily: When a Qilin program is executed, DAGs are built
(i.e., Step 1 in the compilation process) as API calls are encoun-
tered. Nevertheless, the remaining three steps are not invoked un-
til the computation results are really needed—when we perform a
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void cpu_fun_0(float* in0, 
float* in1, 
float* in2, 
float* out0)  

{  //Implemented with TBB

}

void cpu_fun_1(float* in0, 
float* out0)  

{  //Implemented with TBB

}

void gpu_fun_0(float* in0, 
float* in1, 
float* in2, 
float* out0)  

{  //Implemented with CUDA

}

void gpu_fun_1(float* in0, 
float* out0)  

{  //Implemented with CUDA

}

*

(First, generate high-level source codes and then invoke native compilers to generate machine codes)

void cpu_fun_2(float* in0,               
float* in1,
float* out0)  

{  //Implemented with TBB

}

(c) Step 3: DAG optimization (d) Step 4: Code generation

Figure 7: Compilation of the Qilin program in Figure 5. Each node represents a computation and each edge represents a data depen-
dence. The DAG in Step 1 is duplicated in Step 2 since Qilin decides to map it to both CPU and GPU. In Step 3, operations within the
same dotted lines are grouped into a single “super-operation”. In Step 4, a TBB function is generated for each “super-operation” on
the CPU and a CUDA function is generated for each “super-operation” on the GPU. Note that the number of input/output parameters
of a function is equal to the number of fanins/fanouts of the corresponding “super-operation”.

QArray::ToNormalArray() call to convert from a QArray
to a normal C array. Thus, dynamically dead Qilin API calls will
not cause any compilation. In addition, code generated for a par-
ticular DAG is stored in a software code cache so that if the same
DAG is seen again later in the same program run, we do not have
to redo Steps 2-4.

4. ADAPTIVE MAPPING
The Qilin adaptive mapping is a technique to automatically find

the near-optimal mapping from computations to processing ele-
ments for the given application, problem size, and system config-
uration. To facilitate our discussion, let us introduce the following

notations:

TC(N) = The actual time to execute the

given program of problem size N on the CPU.

TG(N) = The actual time to execute the

given program of problem size N on the GPU.

T ′
C(N) = Qilin’s projection of TC(N)

T ′
G(N) = Qilin’s projection of TG(N)

One approach to predicting TC(N) and TG(N) is to build an
analytical performance model based on static analysis. While this
approach might work well for simple programs, it is unlikely to
be sufficient for more complex programs. In particular, predict-
ing TC(N) using an analytical model is challenging with features
like out-of-order execution, speculation and prefetching on modern
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Figure 8: Qilin’s adaptive mapping technique.

processors. Instead, Qilin takes an empirical approach, as depicted
in Figure 8 and explained below.

Qilin maintains a database that provides execution-time projec-
tion for all the programs it has ever executed. The first time that a
program is run under Qilin, it is used as the training run (see Fig-
ure 8(a)). Suppose the input problem size for this training run is
Nt. Then Qilin divides the input into two parts of size N1 and N2.
The N1 part is mapped to the CPU while the N2 part is mapped to
the GPU. Within the CPU part, it further divides N1 into m sub-
parts N1,1...N1,m . Each subpart N1,i is run on the CPU and the
execution time TC(N1,i) is measured. Similarly, the N2 part is
further divided into m subparts N2,1...N2,m and their execution
times on the GPU TG(N2,i)’s are measured. Once all TC(N1,i)’s
and TG(N2,i)’s are available, Qilin uses curve fitting to construct
two linear equations T ′

C(N) and T ′
G(N) as projections for the ac-
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βmin of work to the CPU

βmin

Figure 9: Three possible cases of the β in Equation (4).

tual execution times TC(N) and TG(N), respectively. That is:

TC(N) ≈ T ′
C(N)

= ac + bc ∗ N (1)

TG(N) ≈ T ′
G(N)

= ag + bg ∗ N (2)

where ac, bc, ag and bg are constant real numbers. The next time
that Qilin runs the same program with a different input problem size
Nr , it can use the execution-time projection stored in the database
to determine the computation-to-processor mapping (see Figure 8(b)).
Let β be the fraction of work mapped to the CPU and Tβ(N) be
the actual time to execute β of work on the CPU and (1 − β) of
work on the GPU in parallel. Then:

Tβ(N) = Max(TC(βN), TG((1 − β)N))

≈ Max(T ′
C(βN), T ′

G((1 − β)N)) (3)



CPU GPU

Architecture Intel Core2 Quad Nvidia 8800 GTX
Core Clock 2.4 GHz 575 MHz

Number of Cores 8 cores (on two sockets) 128 stream processors
Memory size 4 GB 768 MB

Memory 8 GB/s 86.4 GB/s
Bandwidth
Threading Intel Threading Nvidia CUDA 1.1

API Building Blocks (TBB)
Compiler Intel C Compiler; Nvidia C Compiler

(ICC 10.1, “-fast”) (NVCC 1.1,“-O3”)
OS 32-bit Linux Fedora Core 6

Table 1: Experimental Setup

The above equations assume that running the CPU and GPU si-
multaneously is as fast as running them standalone. In reality, this
is not the case since the CPU and GPU do contend for common
resources including bus bandwidth and the need of CPU processor
cycles to handshake with the GPU. So, we take these factors into
account by multiplying factors into Equation (3):

Tβ(N) ≈ Max(
p

p − 1
T ′

C(βN), T ′
G((1 − β)N)) (4)

where p is the number of CPU cores. Here we dedicate one CPU
core to handshake with the GPU and we assume that bus bandwidth
is not a major factor.

Now, we can plug the input problem size Nr into Equation (4).
T ′

C(βNr) becomes a linear equation of a single variable β and the
same for T ′

G((1−β)Nr). We need to find the value of β that mini-
mizes Max( p

p−1
T ′

C(βNr), T
′
G((1−β)Nr)). This is equivalent to

finding the β at which p
p−1

T ′
C(βNr) and T ′

G((1−β)Nr) intersect.
There are three possible cases, as illustrated in Figure 9. In case (i)
where the intersection happens at β ≤ 0, Qilin maps all work to the
GPU; in case (ii) where the intersection happens at β ≥ 1, Qilin
maps all work to the CPU; in case (iii) where the intersection hap-
pens at 0 < βmin < 1, Qilin maps βmin of work to the CPU and
1 − βmin of work to the GPU.

Finally, if Qilin detects any hardware changes since the last train-
ing run for a particular program was done, it will trigger a new
training run for the new hardware configuration and use the results
for future performance projection.

5. EVALUATION
We now present the methodology used to evaluate the effective-

ness of adaptive mapping and the results.

5.1 Methodology
Our evaluation was done on a heterogeneous PC, consisting of a

multicore CPU and a high-end GPU, as depicted in Table 1. Table 2
lists our benchmarks, which are computation kernels used in differ-
ent domains including financial modeling, image processing, and
scientific computing. They were also used in the Merge work [16],
the most relevant previous study. We compare Qilin’s adaptive im-
plementation against the best available CPU or GPU implementa-
tions whenever possible: for the GPU implementations, we use the
ones provided in the CUDA Software Development Kit (SDK) [19]
if available.

We measured the wall-clock execution time, including the time
required to transfer the data between the CPU and the GPU when
the GPU is used. For Qilin’s adaptive versions, we did one training
run followed by a variable number of reference runs until the total
execution time (including both training and reference runs) reaches
one hour. We then report the average execution time per reference
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Figure 10: Performance of Adaptive Mapping (Note: The y-
axis is in logarithmic scale).

run (i.e., total execution time divided by the number of reference
runs). This emulates the expected usage model of Qilin where a
program is trained once and then used many times afterwards. In
addition, since our current prototype uses source-to-source trans-
lation and invokes the system compilers to generate the final ex-
ecutables (see Section 3), the dynamic compilation overhead is
fairly high (about 10 secs). So we amortize it with multiple ref-
erence runs. In a production environment where we shall have a
full-fledged compiler that generates code all the way from source
to binary, the compilation overhead would be much less an issue.

5.2 Results
In this section, we first present results that compare adaptive

mapping against manual mapping, using training set sizes identical
to the reference set sizes. Second, we present results with differ-
ent training input sizes. Finally, we present results with different
hardware and software configurations.

5.2.1 Effectiveness of Adaptive Mapping
Figure 10 shows the performance comparison between automatic

adaptive mapping and other mappings. The y-axis is the speedup
over the serial case in logarithmic scale. The x-axis shows the
benchmarks and the geometric mean. In each benchmark, there are
four bars representing different mapping schemes. “CPU-always”
means always scheduling all the computations to the CPU, while
“GPU-always” means scheduling all the computations to the GPU.
“Manual mapping” means the programmer manually determines
the near-optimal mapping by trying all possible CPU/GPU work
distributions at a granularity of 10%. “Adaptive mapping” means
Qilin automatically determines the near-optimal mapping via adap-
tive mapping. Both “Manual mapping” and “Adaptive mapping”
use training inputs that are identical to the reference inputs (we will
investigate the impact of different training inputs in Section 5.2.3).

Table 3 reports the distribution of computations under the last
two mapping schemes. Figure 10 shows that, on average, adaptive
mapping is 41% faster than always using the CPU and 25% faster
than always using the GPU. It is within 94% of the near-optimal
mapping found manually. In the cases of Binomial, Convolve
and Svm, adaptive mapping performs slightly better than manual
mapping because it can distribute works at a finer granularity.

There are two major factors that determine the performance of
adaptive mapping. The first factor is how accurate Qilin’s perfor-
mance projections are (i.e., Equation (4) in Section 4). Table 3
shows that the work distributions under the two mapping schemes



Benchmark Description Input Serial Origin
Problem Size Time

Binomial American option pricing 1000 options, 2048 steps 11454 ms CUDA SDK [19]
BlackScholes Eurpoean option pricing 10000000 options 343 ms CUDA SDK

Convolve 2D separable image convolution 12000 x 12000 image, 10844 ms CUDA SDK
kernel radius = 8

MatrixMultiply Dense matrix multiplication 6000 x 6000 matrix 37583 ms CUDA SDK
Linear Linear image filter—compute output 13000 x 13000 image 6956 ms Merge [16]

pixel as average of a 9-pixel square
Sepia Modify RGB value to artificially age images 13000 x 13000 image 2307 ms Merge

Smithwat Compute scoring matrix for a pair 2000 base pairs 26494 ms Merge
of DNA sequences

Svm Kernel from a SVM-based face classifier 736 x 992 image 491 ms Merge

Table 2: Benchmarks

Manual Adaptive
mapping mapping

CPU GPU CPU GPU
Binomial 10% 90% 10.5% 89.5%

BlackScholes 40% 60% 46.5% 53.5%
Convolve 40% 60% 36.3% 63.7%

MatrixMultiply 40% 60% 45.5% 54.5%
Linear 60% 40% 50.8% 49.2%
Sepia 80% 20% 76.2% 23.8%

Smithwat 60% 40% 59.3% 40.7%
Svm 10% 90% 14.3% 85.7%

Table 3: Distribution of computations under the manual map-
ping and adaptive mapping in Figure 10. For manual mapping,
we use a granularity of 10%.

are similar, indicating that Qilin’s performance projections are fairly
accurate. The second factor is the runtime overhead of adaptive
mapping. Among our benchmarks, Smithwat is the only one
that significantly suffers from this overhead (see the relative low
performance of “Adaptive mapping”for Smithwat in Figure 10).
This benchmark computes the scoring matrix for a pair of DNA se-
quences. The serial version consists of a two-level for-loop which
considers all possible pairs of elements. Data dependency con-
strains us to parallelize the inner loop instead of the outer loop.
Consequently, the Qilin version has to pay the adaptation overhead
in each iteration of the outer loop.

5.2.2 Energy Consumption
We also studied the energy consumption under various mapping

schemes. We measured the entire system power (including the
CPU, GPU, memory, and disks) using Extech 380801 Power Ana-
lyzer [6] and obtained the total energy consumption by computing
the product of power and execution time. Figure 11 shows our mea-
surements. For “Manual mapping”, the programmer searches for
the distributions that result into minimal energy (again at the gran-
ularity of 10%). For “Adaptive mapping”, Qilin’s adaptation is still
based on execution time but the energy consumption is reported.
The relatively high energy consumption of the GPU in the Sepia
case is a direct result of the GPU’s sub-optimal performance in this
benchmark. The Sepia kernel has three conditional branches in
computing each pixel and this could be why the GPU performance
suffers. Overall, the result in this section shows that adaptive map-
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Figure 11: Energy consumption of various mapping schemes
(normalized to the CPU-always case).

ping is also effective in terms of energy: it consumes 49% less
energy than CPU-only and 20% less than GPU-only, and is within
96% of the energy efficiency of manual mapping.

5.2.3 Impact of Training Input Size
Figure 12 shows the impact of the training set size on the per-

formance of adaptive mapping. Each benchmark uses six different
training set sizes, ranging from 10% to 100% of the reference set
size (i.e., the “100%” bars in Figure 12 are the same as the “Adap-
tive mapping” bars in Figure 10). Figure 12 shows that much of the
performance benefit of adaptive mapping is preserved as long as
the training set size is at least 30% of the reference set size. When
the training set size is only one-tenth of the reference set size, the
average adaptive-mapping speedup drops to 7.5x, but is still higher
than the 7.0x or 5.5x speedups by using the GPU or CPU alone, re-
spectively. These results provide a guideline on when Qilin should
apply adaptive mapping if the actual problem sizes are significantly
different from the training input sizes stored in the database.

5.2.4 Adapting to Hardware Changes
One important advantage of adaptive mapping is its capability to

adjust to hardware changes. To demonstrate this advantage, we did
the following two experiments.

In the first experiment, we replaced our GPU by a less power-
ful one (Nvidia 8800 GTS) but kept the same 8-core CPU. 8800
GTS has fewer stream processors (96) and less memory (640MB)
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Figure 12: Impact of the training set size on adaptive mapping performance (Note: The y-axis is in logarithmic scale. The legend
”X%” means the training set size is X% of the reference set size.).

than 8800 GTX. The performance of adaptive mapping with this
new hardware configuration is shown in Figure 13(a). The “GPU-
always” speedup with 8800 GTS is 5.7x compared to the 7x speedup
with 8800 GTX in Figure 10, or a 19% performance reduction.
Adaptive mapping automatically re-distributes the computations for
this change. Consequently, adaptive mapping achieves a 8.2x speedup,
or a 12% performance reduction compared against its 9.3x speedup
in Figure 10. Note that the performance reduction in the “Adaptive
mapping” case (12%) is less than that in the “GPU-always” case
(19%), because Qilin is able to recover part of the loss from the
CPU.

In the second experiment, we went for the other extreme, where
we replaced our 8-core CPU by a 2-core CPU but kept the orig-
inal GPU (8800 GTX). The performance with this new hardware
configuration is shown in Figure 13(b). With a 2-core CPU, the
average speedup of “CPU-always” is down to 1.5x. Qilin decided
to shift most computations to the GPU. As a result, the “Adaptive
mapping” speedup in Figure 13(b) is only slightly better than the
“GPU-always” speedup.

5.2.5 Adapting to Software Changes
Adaptive mapping can also adjust to software changes. In this

experiment, we changed the CPU compiler from ICC to GCC. GCC
generally generates less optimized code than ICC, especially in
SIMDization. As shown in Figure 14, both the baseline serial per-
formance and the CPU-always parallel performance drop signifi-
cantly. Fortunately, adaptive mapping recovers much of this per-
formance loss by shifting more work to the GPU.

6. RELATED WORK
Heterogeneous multiprocessors have been drawing increasing at-

tentions from both the hardware and software research communi-
ties. On the hardware side, Kumar et al. [14] demonstrate the ad-
vantages of heterogeneous chip multiprocessors (CMPs) over ho-
mogeneous CMPs in terms of power and throughput. They pre-
dict that once homogeneous CMPs reach a total of four cores, the
benefits of heterogeneity will outweigh the benefits of additional
homogeneous cores in many applications. They also classify het-
erogeneous multiprocessors into multi-ISA multiprocessors such as
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Figure 13: Performance of Adaptive Mapping with respect to
hardware change (Note: The y-axis is in logarithmic scale).

the Cell and CPU+GPU and single-ISA multiprocessors [13] such
as the upcoming Intel’s Larrabee [32]. Our adaptive mapping tech-
nique is applicable to both single-ISA or multi-ISA heterogeneous
multicores. Recently, Hill and Marty [10] also argue that hetero-



Figure 14: Performance of Adaptive Mapping when the GCC
compiler is used on the CPU (Note: The y-axis is in logarithmic
scale).

geneous (“asymmetric” in their terminology) multicore designs of-
fer greater potential speedup than homogeneous (“symmetric”) de-
signs, provided that software challenges like the computation-to-
processor mapping problem can be addressed.

On the software side, there are a number of GPGPU program-
ming systems from both academic and industry. Table 4 com-
pares Qilin with these systems. Many of them, including Stanford’s
Brook [3], Microsoft’s Accelerator [34], Google’s Peakstream [24],
AMD’s Brook+ [1] and Nvidia’s Cuda [21] target for only the GPU.
In contrast, Intel’s Ct [9] currently targets for the CPU only. Liao
et al. [15] developed a compiler that generates multithreaded CPU
codes from Brook-like programs. Similarly, Stratton et al. [33]
have developed MCUDA for translating CUDA kernels to run on
multicore CPUs. RapidMind [29], Cell [26, 5, 22], Merge [16], and
Qilin target both CPU and GPU. The key advantage of Qilin is that
the mapping is done automatically and is adaptive to changes in the
runtime environment. Most recently, OpenCL [18] is proposed as
the standard API for programming GPUs. At this moment, it is un-
clear what kind of mechanism will be available in OpenCL to help
programmers decide the computation-to-processor mapping.

Recently, Jimenez et al. [12] propose a user-level scheduler based
on past performance history for heterogeneous systems. Their goal
is to speed up the scenario where multiple applications are run si-
multaneously on the system. In contrast, we focus on improving
the performance and energy consumption of a single application.
So, unlike our work, they do not distribute the computation within
a single application. Because of these differences in the focus, they
use the runtime scheduler approach while we use the dynamic com-
pilation approach. In addition, our dynamic compiler also performs
code generation for the CPU and GPU (see Section 3.2). At the
operating system level, Ghiasi et al. [8] propose a scheduler that
schedules memory-bound tasks to cores running at lower frequen-
cies, thereby limiting system power while minimizing total perfor-
mance loss.

Profiling is a proven technique in static [25, 17] and dynamic
compilation [2]. Most recently, Wang and O’Boyle [37] uses offline
profiling to build a machine learning based model which predicts
the optimal number of OpenMP threads and scheduling policies on
a homogeneous architecture. In contrast, our work is based on the
online profiling done during dynamic compilation and our goal is
to find the optimal work distribution between the CPU and GPU.

Our work is also related to program autotuning [4, 7, 23, 27, 28,
31, 35, 38], an increasingly popular approach to producing high-
quality portable code by generating many variants of a computation

kernel and benchmarking each variant on the target platform. Ex-
isting autotuners largely focus on tuning the program parameters
that affect the memory-hierarchy performance, such as the cache
blocking factor and prefetch distance. Adaptive mapping can be
viewed as an autotuning technique that tunes for the distribution of
works on heterogeneous multiprocessors.

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented adaptive mapping, an automatic technique to

map computations to processing elements on heterogeneous mul-
tiprocessors. We have implemented it in an experimental system
called Qilin for programming CPUs and GPUs. We demonstrate
that automated adaptive mapping performs close to manual map-
ping in both execution time and energy consumption and can adapt
to changes in input problem sizes, hardware and software config-
urations. We believe that adaptive mapping could be an important
technique in the multicore software stack.
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